
AP STYLE NEWSPAPER WRITING ACTIVITIES

Introduction. Associated Press style provides guidelines for news writing. Many newspapers, magazines and public
relations offices across the United States use .

Example: She fished a Kleenex from her purse. He can be reached via email at jacob. Casual minor tongue
slips may be removed by using ellipses but even that should be done with extreme caution. Dates Dates are
expressed as numerals. Route and Road are never abbreviated. Punctuation and Miscellaneous For the most
part, AP style follows the same rules of punctuation taught in grade school. Capitalization Proper Names: We
all know that you should capitalize proper nouns i. Do not use quote marks with reference books or the names
of newspapers or magazines. A close look reveals that there are plenty of rules hiding among the many
cross-references. Instead, some degree of variability is necessary for adequate and efficient communication.
Lowercase the names of the seasons unless they are used in a proper name: the Summer Olympics. So, August
 Right: There were people in attendance. Times: 4 p. If you're new to news writing or switching from the New
York Times style , you'll want to keep this AP cheat sheet handy and refer to it when in doubt. Ignore the
scary grammar term and remember this: if a word derives from a proper noun and still depends on it for
meaning American, Christianity, Shakespearean , capitalize it. While the Oxford comma obviously serves an
important purpose, many journalistic publications rigidly follow AP style and do not allow their writers to
make use of it. Journalistic writing is largely governed by the rules of Associated Press AP style. What are
composition titles? Writers, editors, students and public relations specialists find it invaluable. An exception: a
calendar year can start a sentence. Be sure to use the stylebook abbreviations, and not the U. However, there
are situations where there are important differences in meaning when an Oxford comma is used. Ages Ages
are always expressed as numerals. I love the weather in November. The stylebook is a comprehensive catalog
of proper style usage and has literally thousands of entries. It is clear that the Oxford comma is an important
tool for this purpose. Most, but not all, involve units of measurement. Spell out expressions, such as thanks a
million! Include a semicolon before the conjunction: "Parts for the carrier are made in Tampa, Fla. George
Bush is the president. And Mrs. Ages, but not for inanimate objects: The 4-year-old cat, the four-year-old car.
On subsequent references, use only his or her last name with no title. Months without dates are not
abbreviated. No newspaper is going to be shut down because they added an Oxford comma in a sentence or
wrote a date incorrectly. Time should be expressed as a figure followed by a. Mission St. Percentages: 1
percent. Street, Avenue, and Boulevard are abbreviated when used with a numbered address but otherwise are
spelled out. Wrong: people went to the fair.


